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A B S T R A C T   

The role of volatile exsolution in triggering volcanic eruption is re-evaluated using numerical simulations of a 
growing and solidifying magma chamber. The modelled magma chamber is silicic, emplaced at about 2 Kbar, and 
H2O-saturated. The rate of volume additions to the chamber by the release of volatiles is controlled by cooling 
and solidification and is significantly lower than magma infilling rates. Thus, the increase in volume due to 
volatile exsolution is unlikely to be the primary cause of magma chamber failure unless the magma chamber is 
already on the brink of failure. However, the formation of buoyant H2O rich layers within the mush that sur-
rounds the magma chamber makes the system gravitationally unstable. If the host rock is not permeable and 
volatiles accumulate, their buoyancy might overcome the strength of the wall resulting in dyke injection and 
possibly an eruption. Eruptions that are triggered or facilitated by volatiles exsolution are associated to the 
presence of mush in the chamber and are expected to be crystal-rich. Triggering of eruption by volatiles 
buoyancy explains the common occurrence of large ranges of crystals ages and protracted crystal residence times 
at low temperature.   

1. Background 

1.1. Introduction 

Petrological data, geophysical observation, and field observation of 
igneous bodies and associated dykes indicate that, in many cases, 
magma is stored within the crust in a magma chamber before initiating 
its ascent to the surface and feeding an eruption. Several conditions must 
be fulfilled for a magma chamber located in the upper crust to feed a 
volcanic eruption: (1) enough melt must be present for the magma to be 
eruptible; (2) the magma chamber must fracture, and a dyke must 
initiate; (3) the dyke must be able to reach the Earth’s surface without 
freezing first or being arrested by mechanical layering. 

The final transport of magma to the surface through dyke propaga-
tion is relatively rapid, typically lasting from a few hours to a few days. 
This phase produces only short-term geophysical precursors (deforma-
tion or seismicity). To be able to detect and interpret longer term pre-
cursors and possibly forecast eruptions, it is essential to gain insights on 
the processes leading up to the rupture of magma storage zones, which 
marks the start of the magma final ascent (Blake and Cortés, 2018). 

1.2. Magma chamber’s rupture 

Mechanical models of the processes leading to magma chamber 
rupture have investigated the influence of the rupture criterion consid-
ered (Albino et al., 2018; Grosfils, 2007; Gudmundsson, 2020, 2011), 
the local stress field (Pinel and Jaupart, 2003), a potential external 
trigger (Albino et al., 2010; Gottsmann et al., 2009; Pinel and Jaupart, 
2005) or the rheology of the surrounding medium (Head et al., 2022; 
Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). In agreement with mechanical hydro-
fracture models, failure is expected to be induced by tensile failure for 
overpressures reaching a few MPa although, in the literature, shear 
failure of a gravity loaded material is sometimes proposed with over-
pressures up to several tens of MPa (Sigmundsson et al., 2020 and ref-
erences therein). 

The most often evoked trigger for eruptions is an inflow of deep 
magma into a shallow reservoir. This process is supported by various 
petrological evidences such as observations of disequilibrium pheno-
cryst assemblages or textures, inhomogeneous glass compositions, and 
wide ranges of glass inclusions compositions in neighboring phenocrysts 
(Eichelberger, 1980; Huppert et al., 1982; Samaniego et al., 2011; 
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Sparks et al., 1977). The additional volume of magma induces an in-
crease in pressure either directly or by gas exsolution. Modelling the 
influence of the increase in magma volume within a storage zone on the 
rupture of the surrounding medium was formalized by Blake (1981) by 
considering that rupture occurs when the magma pressure exceeds the 
lithostatic pressure by an amount greater than the tensile strength of the 
surrounding medium and solving for the pressure evolution in a preex-
isting liquid-filled chamber. This model was further developed for a 
spherical magma chamber embedded in an infinite elastic medium by 
Tait et al. (1989). Following Blake (1984), Tait et al. (1989) argued that 
volatile exsolution resulting from the crystallization of magma by 
cooling was sufficient to cause chamber rupture without needing a new 
magma inflow. 

1.3. Role of second boiling 

The concept that eruptions are caused by the rise in pressure due to 
the release of a vapor phase is ancient (Morey, 1922) and remains 
popular (Stock et al., 2016; Tramontano et al., 2017). Phase equilibria 
analyses have quantified the net positive volume change induced by this 
so-called second boiling and the associated pressure increase, and led to 
the conclusion that this process can trigger eruptions from differentiated 
magmas stored at shallow depth (Tramontano et al., 2017). However, 
these analyses were performed neglecting both the compressibility of 
the host medium and the evolution of the magma compressibility. 
Importantly, they assume fast gas release and do not include the possible 
accommodation of the volume increase by viscous relaxation of the 
surrounding rocks. 

1.4. Rheology of the country rock and pressure relaxation 

The rheology of the country rock plays a decisive role in the frac-
turing process. In case of a perfectly elastic surrounding medium, the 
pressure on the chamber walls increases with each increment in magma 
volume, whereas in case of a viscoelastic crust, the pressure increase is 
released by viscous relaxation on a timescale that depends on the 
wallrock viscosity so that the rate of volume increase (volume per time 
unit) rather than the volume increase per se (volume only) is determi-
nant in causing failure (Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). The introduction of 
viscoelastic models (e.g., Huber et al., 2019; Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003; 
Segall, 2016) led to a departure from short-term modelling by allowing 
the relaxation of magma overpressure over time, this overpressure being 
either due to new magma inflow or to second boiling. This approach 
promoted a re-evaluation of the influence of magma inflow or gas 
release rate on the fracture behaviour of the storage zones (Caricchi 
et al., 2021; Edmonds and Woods, 2018) or on induced surface defor-
mation (Townsend, 2022). The relaxation of magma overpressure also 
led to the consideration of another chamber rupture process that does 
not dissipate with time. This process is the buoyancy exerted by the 
accumulation of magma and volatiles at depth (Black and Manga, 2016; 
Caricchi et al., 2014; Malfait et al., 2014; Mittal and Richards, 2019; 
Sigmundsson et al., 2020). 

1.5. Magma eruptibility 

For enough melt to be present in a chamber, cooling and solidifica-
tion due to heat loss through the chamber walls must be counter-
balanced by regular replenishment of the chamber by new hot magma 
(e.g. Annen, 2009; Caricchi et al., 2014). If the melt portion relative to 
crystal falls below a certain threshold, the magma is locked and not 
eruptible. This threshold is commonly assumed to be 40–60 vol% melt, 
although it depends on crystal sizes and shapes as well as on the stresses 
applied to the suspension (Bergantz et al., 2017). Below this threshold, 
the crystals form a solid network and the material is a magmatic mush. 
Some eruptions are very crystal-rich and the magma must have been 
close to this lock-up threshold before erupting (e.g. Bachmann et al., 

2002; Gottsmann et al., 2009). Geochronological studies of crystals in 
volcanic products suggest that they spent much more time at low tem-
perature than at high temperature, which is interpreted as evidence that 
the erupted magma was in a mush state before being remobilized 
(Cooper and Kent, 2014). Several models have explored the mechanical 
or thermal mobilization of a mush (e.g. Burgisser and Bergantz, 2011; 
Carrara et al., 2020; Huber et al., 2009). They show the complex 
interplay between thermal convection and crystal settling (Suckale 
et al., 2012; Culha et al., 2020) and, in the case of mush reactivation, the 
emergence of a mixing bowl surrounded by static crystal-rich regions 
that are stilled by force chains (Bergantz et al., 2015). However, those 
models focus on mush fluidization and rarely address the rupture me-
chanics of the chamber walls needed for the onset of an eruption once 
the mush has been converted into eruptible magma. 

1.6. Magma reservoirs’ shape 

Most mechanical models of magma chamber failure consider a pre- 
existing storage zone, generally of simple shape (spherical), static, and 
in an initial state close to equilibrium. This is due to the inherent diffi-
culty of performing mechanical modelling of the long-term evolution of 
a plumbing system from scratch, taking into account realistic rates of 
magma inflow and outflow, and the thermomechanical evolution of the 
surrounding environment and the magma. Real magma chambers are 
expected to be highly dynamic. The injection of new magma from a 
deeper source results in chamber growth while cooling and solidification 
shrink the chamber. Melting degrees vary both in space and time, and 
the melt-rich magma is surrounded by a mush that gradually transitions 
into solid rock. 

In many models, magma chambers are assumed to be spherical. This 
simplification is useful for developing models that can be solved 
analytically relatively easily and can be constrained by inversion (e.g., 
Segall, 2013). However, if magma chambers were really starting as 
spheres, they would not be able to grow. Because of the inverse rela-
tionship between pressure and volume, a small spherical proto-chamber 
is condemned to fail and drain with any new input of magma. Magma 
chambers are much more likely to start as sills (Menand, 2011). New 
input of magma results in fracturing at the tips of the sill and in sill 
horizontal growth (Gudmundsson, 1990, 1986), or in vertical inflation 
of the sill into a laccolith (Bunger and Cruden, 2011; Gudmundsson, 
1990; Menand, 2008; Pollard and Johnson, 1973; Sneddon and Mott, 
1946). Field observations indicate that intrusive bodies result from the 
stacking of sills (e.g. de Saint Blanquat et al., 2011; Grocott et al., 2009; 
Gudmundsson, 1990; Michel et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2008), while 
geophysical data confirm that igneous bodies are often tabular and high 
aspect ratio (Cruden and McCaffrey, 2001). 

The largest magmatic systems on Earth are conceived as mostly 
continuous crystal-rich regions capped by crystal-poor regions (e.g., 
Bachmann, 2004; Bachmann and Bergantz, 2008). Melt reservoirs have 
recently been conceptualized (Cashman et al., 2017; Christopher et al., 
2015; Edmonds et al., 2016; Flinders and Shen, 2017; Sparks et al., 
2019) as anastomosed mush networks with a degree of interconnection 
that changes rapidly during awakening, possibly yielding large but 
transient volumes of eruptible magma (Sparks et al., 2019). A growing 
body of geological evidence points to mature magma storage regions 
characterized by mixing and hybridization occurring in an intricate 
plumbing system where new sills encounter both country rocks and 
partially or wholly crystallized storage regions generated by prior 
magma batches (e.g., Francalanci et al., 2005; Bouvet De Maisonneuve 
et al., 2013; Bachmann and Huber, 2016; Cooper, 2019; Palummo et al., 
2021; Tommasini et al., 2022). 

1.7. Modelling volatiles-bearing mush 

Chamber fracturing most likely originates in the transition region 
between crystal-rich magma and colder country rock (Keller et al., 
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2013). Recent progress has been done on characterizing the rheology of 
crystal mush when a gas phase is absent (e.g., Arbaret et al., 2007; 
Deubelbeiss et al., 2011; Cordonnier et al., 2009). Our knowledge of the 
rheology of gas-bearing, crystal-rich magmas, on the other hand, re-
mains mostly superficial. Exploratory deformation experiments (e.g., 
Pistone et al., 2012; Pistone et al., 2015) show that the three-phase 
magma response to shear is complex with a combination of shear 
localization, crystal breakage (Forien et al., 2011), and bubble migration 
because of crystal rotation (Laumonier et al., 2011). When two phases 
are not lumped together (Suckale et al., 2016), modelling of such three- 
phase interactions is currently only possible within small computational 
volumes (<102 particles) under restricted conditions such as deformable 
bubbles with immobile but polyhedral crystals (e.g., Parmigiani et al., 
2014; Degruyter et al., 2019) or mobile but spherical crystals (Qin and 
Suckale, 2017). One obstacle to progress is the struggle to find appro-
priate experiments to validate these seminal modelling studies (e.g., 
Belien et al., 2010; Furuichi and Nishiura, 2014; Oppenheimer et al., 
2015). Moving away from the hot mush into colder country rock, field 
evidence (Spacapan et al., 2017) and laboratory measurements (Heap 
et al., 2020) suggest complex rheological behaviours that cannot be 
captured by linear elastic theory, viscoelasticity, or noncohesive gran-
ular material. Salient country rock rheological behaviours in need of 
rationalization are shear localization (Got et al., 2019), progressive rock 
damage (Holohan et al., 2017; Got et al., 2017), and plasticity changes 
due to thermal effects (Anderson and Segall, 2011). 

In this paper, we re-evaluate the role of volatiles in triggering 
chamber rupture and possible eruption. We focus on the construction 
and long-term evolution of a plumbing system from a thermal point of 
view. This allows us to start the story from the beginning without 
introducing unrealistic initial conditions. We do not attempt to solve the 
complex problem of pressure evolution through time, but we rather 
provide quantitative information on the evolution of the volumes of 
melt, crystals, and gas available in the storage area. We model a magma 
chamber as a dynamic body that grows by addition of sills and then 
solidifies. We take into account the fact that the magma chamber must 
first be generated by the injection and accumulation of magma and that 
volatile release cannot be decoupled from the effect of magma injection. 
We consider only H2O, which is the dominant volatile phase (Sobolev 
and Chaussidon, 1996; Wallace et al., 1995). We first test if the volume 
added by H2O exsolution causes magma chamber failure. We then 
consider exsolved H2O buoyancy as another possible mechanism of 
magma chamber failure. 

For the sake of simplicity, we use the common semantic of magma 
chamber wall failure or magma chamber wall fracturing although the 
concept of chamber walls can be misleading because the limit between a 
mobile magma and the fully solid rock is more likely to be transitional 
with gradients in melt and crystals proportions. Thus, in this paper, the 
term chamber wall does not imply a sharp boundary but designate the 
place where a dyke can initiate and transport magma out of the molten 
area (Chen and Jin, 2006). 

2. Magma chamber modelling 

2.1. Model of magma chamber growth and solidification 

We model the growth of a magma body by repeated addition of sills 
(Annen, 2009). Each successive sill may partially or completely crys-
tallize depending on the time interval between injections. Unless the 
emplacement rate is very high, the accumulation of eruptible magma is 
preceded by an incubation period during which the successive sills so-
lidify. If the magma emplacement rate is high enough to counterbalance 
heat loss through the country rock, a magma chamber eventually builds 
up (Annen, 2009). After injections stop, the magma chamber, if present, 
contracts as it crystallizes from the borders inwards (Annen and Bur-
gisser, 2020). 

The details of the numerical simulation, model setup, and equations 

are found in Annen and Burgisser (2020). We report here only the 
essential aspects of the model and the parameters specific to this paper. 
The growth of a magma body is simulated by under-accretion of 100-m 
thick sills that are 4, 10, and 20 km in diameter, depending on the 
simulation. Most results presented here are drawn from runs with sills 4 
km in diameter. The first sill is emplaced at a depth of 5.5 km and the last 
sill is emplaced at 7.5 km. So, when sills are 4 km in diameter, the total 
intruded volume is 25 km3. Larger sills result in volumes of magma and 
volatiles that increase with the square of the radius. The sills and the 
whole system are axisymmetric. Sills are emplaced every 100 yrs. during 
2000 yrs. (1 m/yr), or every 1000 yrs. during 20,000 yrs. (0.1 m/yr), or 
every 10,000 yrs. during 200,000 yrs. (0.01 m/yr). After the last sill 
emplacement, the simulation runs until no melt remains in the system. 
Newly emplaced sills contain a magma at 940 ◦C with the composition of 
the monzogranite of Mt. Capanne (Elba, Italy) plus 6 wt% H2O initially 
dissolved in the melt (Barboni et al., 2015). 

We calculate the rate of volume added by H2O exsolution during 
magma chamber evolution. We assume the crystallization of 10 wt% 
biotite. As the magma crystallizes, 0.4 wt% H2O gets locked in the 
biotite. The rest of the H2O concentrates in the melt. The amount of H2O 
in excess of saturation (6 wt%) is exsolved as an independent super-
critical fluid phase. For crystal fractions <40 vol%, the bubbles of H2O 
are suspended in the melt. Because of their small size (Lyakhovsky et al., 
1996), the buoyancy of the bubbles relative to the surrounding melt is 
low and they are considered immobile (Parmigiani et al., 2017). Ac-
cording to Parmigiani et al. (2017), connected channels of exsolved H2O 
form within the rigid crystal network, when exsolved H2O fraction is 
larger than a critical value (5–12 vol% depending on crystal fractions, 
Degruyter et al., 2019) and smaller than 50 vol%, and crystal fraction is 
in the range of 40–70 vol%. H2O is then free to move within the formed 
channels and rises at several centimetres per second (Parmigiani et al., 
2017). Where crystal fractions exceed 70 vol%, the exsolved H2O is 
trapped by the crystals and cannot move further. In our simulations, we 
consider the rise of H2O as instantaneous, so that at each time step, the 
H2O moves upward from cells to cells where volatile fractions are be-
tween the critical value (recalculated at each timestep) and 50 vol%, and 
the crystal fractions are between 40 and 70 vol%. Everywhere else H2O 
is immobile. Transfer of H2O by capillary fracturing is not simulated. 

Temperatures, crystal fractions, dissolved and exsolved H2O frac-
tions are calculated on a half domain over a grid that extends vertically 
from the Earth’s surface to a depth of 10 km and horizontally from the 
axis of symmetry (middle of the magma body) to a radial distance that is 
estimated as a function of the sill radius and the duration of the simu-
lation to avoid boundary effects. The grid cells are 25 m × 25 m. The 
model parameters are reported in Table 1, the relationship between 
temperature and melt fraction in Fig. 1, and the model setup in Fig. 2. 

Table 1 
Value of parameters used in the numerical simulations.  

Specific heat 1100 J kg− 1 

Latent heat 350,000 J kg− 1 

Τhermal conductivity f(T,P)* W m− 1 K− 1 

Τhermal conductivity at Earth’s surface 2.25 W m− 1 K− 1 

Initial geothermal gradient 20 oC km− 1 

Melt density 2300 kg m− 3 

Solid density 2600 kg m− 3 

Exsolved H2O density f(T,P)** kg m− 3 

Gravity acceleration 9.81 m s− 2  

* Conductivities are a function of temperature and pressure as in Chapman and 
Furlong (1992). 

** Exsolved H2O densities are a function of temperature and pressure ac-
cording to the ideal gas law. 
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3. Pressures in a growing and solidifying magma chamber 

3.1. Chamber overpressure due to volume increase 

For non-spherical chambers with a sharp interface between magma 
and wallrock, the pressure depends on the shape of the chamber and on 

the magma and host rock compressibility (Gudmundsson, 1987; Rivalta, 
2010). In our model, the chamber shape evolves as the chamber grows 
and solidifies (Fig. 3) and the melt fractions, volatile fractions, and 
temperatures vary in both space and time. The mechanical properties of 
our magmatic system cannot be simplified to a juxtaposition of liquid 
and elastoplastic solid. The rheology of the mush, the connectivity of the 
magma regions, and the rheology of the country rock all affect the 
magma pressure in complex (and understudied) ways. Calculating the 
pressure for a non-spherical magma chamber taking into account the 
gradient in rheology between the chamber and country rock, which is 
related to the gradient in phase proportions and temperature, is a 
challenging task that requires developing mechanical models able to 
realistically represent three-phase rheology. 

For those reasons, we did not directly calculate the pressure induced 
by the input of magma or volatiles in the chamber. However, our ther-
mal model allows us to calculate exsolved H2O volumes and H2O 
exsolution rates and to compare them with magma volumes and infilling 
rates. Our rationale is that, because H2O is initially transported by the 
magma, the added H2O volume only contributes significantly to the 
failing of the chamber wall if the volumetric release rate of H2O is 
similar to, or higher than, the magma volumetric flow rate. Otherwise, 
an eruption would be firstly triggered by the magma input. 

3.2. Magma infilling rates 

In the upper, brittle crust, magma chambers are likely fed by multiple 
episodes of dyking (Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Gudmundsson, 1990, 
1986; Petford et al., 1993). Although there might be exceptions, we 
expect the flow of magma in a chamber to be discontinuous (Menand 
et al., 2015). The growth of magmatic bodies is thus characterized by at 
least two values of magma flow: an average flow that integrates period 
of repose between magma pulses, and the higher flow of individual 
batch injections (de Saint Blanquat et al., 2011) (Fig. 4). Regarding 
pressure increase inside the magma chamber, the average long-term 
flow is relevant only if the time interval between injection is shorter 
than the viscous relaxation time, τ: 

τ =
μ
E

(1) 

with μ and E the viscosity and bulk modulus of the country rocks, 
respectively. The viscosity is : 

μ = Ae
H
RT (2) 

With the Dorn parameter A = 109 Pa s, the activation energy of creep 
mechanism H = 1.3 x 105 J/mol and R, the ideal gas constant. 

Viscosities and relaxation times vary exponentially with tempera-
tures (Eqs. 1 & 2); the relaxation time is close to infinity for rocks at 
100 ◦C, several thousand years for rocks at 300 ◦C, and <100 yrs. for 
rocks at 400 ◦C (Del Negro et al., 2009) (Fig. 5). For a young magma 
body emplaced in a cold environment, the crust behaves elastically, and 
the rupture of the chamber is controlled by the net volume increase due 
to either added magma or added H2O vapor. For a slightly more mature 
magma chamber embedded in a hotter environment, the crust behaves 
viscoelastically but its relaxation time is longer than the interval be-
tween magma injections, so that the long-term magma emplacement 
rate controls pressure increase. Finally, for a fully mature chamber in hot 
surroundings, the relaxation time is shorter than the intervals between 
magma injections and the short-term infilling rate of one batch of 
magma is controlling pressure. 

The continuous volumetric flow of a single magma batch depends on 
the magma velocity within the feeder dyke and on the dyke dimensions. 
There is a minimum value for the magma flow; if the magma velocity is 
too low, the magma solidifies, and the dyke stops propagating. Menand 
et al. (2015) calculated this minimum flow to be in the range 10− 1 to 
105 km3/yr depending on the dyke dimensions, magma viscosities, and 
temperatures of magma and country rocks. The longer-term magma flow 

Fig. 1. Melt fraction-temperature relationship used in the numerical simula-
tion. The data points were obtained with Rhyolite-MELTS (Gualda et al., 2012) 
for the monzogranite of Mt. Capanne (Elba, Italy) with 6 wt% H2O by Barboni 
et al. (2015). The values between data points are linearly interpolated. 

Fig. 2. Model setup modified from Annen and Burgisser (2020).  
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that integrates repose periods is significantly lower (Fig. 4). Yet, for a 
chamber 4 km in diameter (the smallest sill width used in this study), the 
formation of magma chamber requires the long-term flow to be above 
about 4 × 10− 4 km3/yr (Annen, 2009). 

To evaluate the role of H2O exsolution on the fracturing of magma 
chambers, we compare the volumes of exsolved H2O with the volumes of 
magma injected, and the H2O exsolution rates with the short-term and 
long-term magma infilling rates. In doing so, we neglect the compress-
ibility of gas, melt, and surrounding country rocks, and the loss in vol-
ume due to crystallization. We will show that despite being likely 
overestimated, the volume increase rates due to volatiles exsolution are 
secondary in comparison with magma input rates. 

3.3. Elastic host rock: Volumes of H2O exsolved relative to volumes of 
magma injected 

H2O is exsolved and forms a new phase when H2O concentration in 
the residual melt exceeds saturation. Exsolved H2O is a low-density 
supercritical fluid that adds volume to the magma chamber. The pro-
cess of H2O exsolution is progressive (Fig. 6) and controlled by solidi-
fication, hence by cooling. As long as the system is cold and the crust 
response to deformation is mostly elastic, the fracturing of the chamber 
wall is controlled by the net volumes added. The volume of added 
exsolved H2O does not represent more than a third of the added magma 
volume (Fig. 7). The addition of volume due to H2O exsolution would 
thus induce failure only if the chamber is already close to failure due to 
the input of magma. The volumes of H2O are maximum when eruptible 
volumes of magma are minimum and volumes of mush are maximum. 

The exsolution of H2O is delayed relative to the injection of magma. 
At high magma chamber growth rate, the volumes of H2O reach their 
maximum during the solidification stage when the system is mostly 
composed of mush and when the country rocks are hotter and less likely 
to behave purely elastically. At lower emplacement rates (Figs. 6b and 
7b), the volumes added by H2O relative to the injected magma volumes 
are maximum at an early stage, when the system is cold and mostly 
composed of mush. Any eruption triggered by H2O exsolution would be 
crystal-rich. At the lowest emplacement rates (Figs. 6c and 7c), no melt 
is available for an eruption. 

3.4. Viscoelastic host rock: Rate of H2O exsolution relative to the rate of 
magma input 

If the environment is hot enough to respond viscoelastically to 
pressure changes, rates of volume increase are more relevant than net 
volumes. If the viscosity of the surrounding rocks is still relatively high 
and their relaxation time is longer than the time interval between 
magma batches, the stress caused by successive magma injections builds 
up with time. To determine whether H2O exsolution plays a prominent 
role in starting the eruptive process, H2O exsolution rate is compared to 
the long-term average magma supply rate (Fig. 8). Let’s first consider a 
magma body that grows at a rate of 0.1 m/yr by addition of sills 4 km in 
diameter (Fig. 8b). The long-term average magma input rate is 1.3 ×
10− 3 km3/yr. The highest exsolution rate for a H2O-saturated magma (6 

Fig. 3. Melt fractions in a magma body that grows at a rate of 0.1 m/y (1.3 × 10− 3 km3/yr). From left to right: (a) at time 10,000 yrs., during the growth phase; (b) at 
time 20,000 yrs., at the end of the growth phase; (3) at time 30,000 yrs., during the solidification phase. 

Fig. 4. A magma chamber grows by addition of discrete magma baches. The 
magma volumetric infilling rate is the slope of the volume-time relationship. 
The long-term average infilling rate integrates repose periods and is much lower 
than individual batch input rates. Figure inspired from de Saint Blanquat 
et al. (2011). 
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wt% H2O) is 5 × 10− 3 km3/yr (Fig. 8b). This maximum follows the 
emplacement of the first sill when the country rocks are still cold and 
solidification is fast (Fig. 8b). The early H2O exsolution rate is higher 
than the long-term supply rate and contributes significantly to the added 
volume and resulting overpressure. The exsolution rate then rapidly 

decreases to a few 10− 4 km3/yr as the system becomes hotter. In the 
meantime, magma starts to accumulate and generates a magma chamber 
after an incubation of about 5000 yrs. At that moment, H2O exsolution 
rate has decreased by one order of magnitude and has become subor-
dinate relative to magma infilling rate. For lower magma infilling rates 

Fig. 5. Temperatures, country rock viscosities, and country rock relaxation times around a magma body that grows at a rate of 0.1 m/y (1.3 × 10− 3 km3/yr). From 
left to right: (a) at time 2000 yrs., early in the growth phase; (b) at time 20,000 yrs., at the end of the growth phase; (3) at time 30,000 yrs., during the solidification 
phase. Relaxation times are calculated using an elastic bulk modulus of 1010 Pa (Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003; Rubin, 1995). 
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of 10− 4 km3/yr, the H2O exsolution rates is similar or higher than the 
infilling rate, but at such low magma input rate, the magma solidifies 
faster than it is added and no magma is available to feed an eruption 
(Fig. 8c). At high magma infilling rates (10− 2 km3/yr, Fig. 8a), however, 
the H2O exsolution rate is always low relative to the infilling rate. In 

Fig. 6. Volumes of injected magma (water dissolved), exsolved H2O, eruptible 
magma (> 50 wt% melt), and mush (< 50 wt% melt). The body is 4 km in 
diameter and grows by addition of sills until it reaches a thickness of 2 km and a 
volume of 25 km3. Magma input then ceases, and the body solidifies. Note that 
the volumes of fully solidified magma are not shown. (a) Growth rates is 1 m/yr 
and corresponds to infilling volume rate of 1.3 × 10− 2 km3/yr, (b) growth rates 
is 0.1 m/yr and infilling rate is 1.3 × 10− 3 km3/yr, (c) growth rate is 0.01 m/yr 
and infilling rate is 1.3 × 10− 4 km3/yr. In (c), the growth is too low for magma 
or mush to be present. 

Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 with volumes relative to the volumes of injected magma.  
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summary, the rate of H2O exsolution adds significantly to the pressure 
generated by magma infilling only when the magma body is mush- 
dominated. 

As the temperatures of the country rock increase, the relaxation 
times shorten and the pressure in the magma chamber may completely 
relax between magma batches. In this case, the H2O exsolution rate must 
be compared to the magma flow of an individual magma batch. The 
lowest volumetric flux able to sustain flow in a feeder dyke has been 
estimated at 10− 1 km3/yr (Menand et al., 2015). The rate of volume 
increase due to degassing is several orders of magnitude lower than the 
minimum volumetric flow rate of magma transported by dykes feeding 
the magma chamber. Thus, if the injection of one batch of magma does 
not cause the rupture of the chamber, the release of H2O from this 
magma batch does not cause rupture either. The volatile exsolution rate 
depends on the cooling surface of the magma body and increases with 
the square of the magma body radius. For the volatile exsolution rate to 
be comparable to the minimum flow rate of one single batch, the magma 
body diameter needs to be several tens of km, which corresponds to the 
footprint of caldera-forming magma chambers. Since the overpressure 
decreases with the volume of the chamber, such large magma chambers 
are unlikely to fail due to new volume input whether from magma in-
jection or volatile exsolution (Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). In addition, 
such an horizontally extended chamber has a high aspect ratio (sill-like) 
(Black and Andrews, 2020). Those magma chambers are more 
compressible than chambers with lower aspect ratio and less likely to 
fail (Rivalta, 2010). 

3.5. Pressure due to buoyancy 

Melt and exsolved H2O are less dense than the surrounding solid 
rocks. If the fluids are connected, their buoyancy exerts a pressure at the 
top of the magma body. In contrast with the pressure due to chamber 
volume increase, the pressure due to buoyancy is not relaxed by visco-
elasticity (Black and Manga, 2016; Degruyter and Huber, 2014; Karl-
strom et al., 2010). Buoyancy pressure P is proportional to the height of 
the buoyant material h and the difference in densities Δρ between the 
buoyant material and solid rocks: 

P = Δρgh (3) 

Where g is gravity. The buoyant material can be magma, magma and 
volatiles, or volatiles only. 

Numerical simulation of H2O transfer associated to the growth and 
solidification of a magma chamber shows H2O-rich layers forming 
within the mush and at the interface between mush and solid (Annen 
and Burgisser, 2020) (Fig. 9). In an igneous body growing by addition of 
sills, H2O accumulates atop each sill. If a magma chamber forms, it gets 
surrounded by a corona of mush, which channels the exsolved volatiles 
upwards (Fig. 9). As the modelled magma body solidifies, H2O-rich 
layers get trapped in the solid roof of the chamber (Annen and Burgisser, 
2020). While this result is robust from a thermal and large-scale 
perspective, the small-scale gas migration was not modelled. This is 
because the rheology of these H2O-rich regions is complex. 

Simulations do not allow the H2O fraction to exceed 0.5 as the ma-
terial becomes volatile-supported (Parmigiani et al., 2017). In nature, if 
such H2O concentrations are reached, we expect a full separation of 

Fig. 8. Volume rates of H2O exsolution, and volumes of eruptible magmas. The body is 4 km in diameter. (a) Growth rates is 1 m/yr and correspond to infilling 
volume rate of 1.3 × 10− 2 km3/yr (b) growth rates is 0.1 m/yr and infilling rate is 1.3 × 10− 3 km3/yr, (c) growth rate is 0.01 m/yr and infilling rate is 1.3 × 10− 4 

km3/yr. In (c), the growth is too low for magma to be present. 
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crystal and H2O. In this scenario, pure H2O layers will exert a buoyant 
pressure on the overlaying material. In the simulations, screens of H2O- 
poor (< 0.3 vol fraction), essentially crystalline material separates H2O 
rich layers (0.5 vol fraction) (Fig. 9). Interstitial H2O in the crystal-rich 
material exerts a pressure that likely results in capillary fracturing 
(Pistone et al., 2015) or gas filter pressing (Holtzman et al., 2012). 
Temperature gradients coupled with non-linear relationships between 
temperatures, crystal fractions, and H2O exsolution may generate pres-
sure gradients causing more fracturing and H2O transport between the 
H2O-rich layers. Those processes are not modelled but are expected to 
connect the H2O-rich layers resulting in their destabilization and ag-
gregation (Huber et al., 2011; Oppenheimer et al., 2015). 

The ability of H2O to accumulate at the top of the chamber or to, 
alternatively, escape from the system depends on the permeability of the 
mush and of the surrounding rock. To calculate the pressure the 
exsolved H2O exerts upwards and evaluate its role in the rupture of the 
magma chamber walls, we considered several hypotheses: (1) The mush 
is permeable and the country rock is impermeable. The exsolved H2O 
accumulates on top of the mush and form a single layer that is entirely 
decoupled from the magma body. Buoyancy pressure is controlled by the 
difference in densities between H2O and rocks and by the thickness of 
the H2O layer. (2) Both the mush and the solid country rocks are 
permeable enough for the H2O to escape (Black and Manga, 2017). 
Buoyancy is only exerted by the magma and bubbles suspended in melt. 
The relevant height is the height of the melt-containing body. (3) H2O 
remains in the mush that forms a rigid skeleton. The rising mechanism is 
linked to the differential pressure between H2O and solid in a poroelastic 
medium. This last case is treated in the next section. 

The pressure exerted on the roof according to scenarios 1 and 2 are 
calculated with Eq. (3) and shown in Fig. 10. The overpressure needed to 
rupture a chamber wall in mode I (opening) and induce a dyke is close to 
the effective large-scale tensile strength and is estimated at a few MPa 
(Chen and Jin, 2006; Gudmundsson, 2011; Haimson and Rummel, 1982; 
Jónsson, 2012). Although this is one order of magnitude lower than the 
tensile strength derived in laboratory on small scale intact rock samples 
(Benson et al., 2012), a value of a few MPa is confirmed by estimations of 
overpressures leading to dyke propagation (Einarsson and Brandsdottir, 
1979; Traversa et al., 2010). 

When volatiles completely decouple from the magma and accumu-
late at the top of the magma body, the buoyancy pressure of the vola-
tiles’ layer reaches up to 9 MPa at the end of the growth phase and 

Fig. 9. Snapshots of the numerical simulation at 30 kyrs showing exsolved H2O 
volume fraction and melt fraction. Sills are 100 m thick, 2 km in radius, 
emplaced every 1000 years over 20 kyr. The colors show exsolved H2O volume 
fraction. The red contour lines show melt weight fractions. H2O accumulates at 
the mush-solid boundary and get trapped as crystallization proceeds. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Evolution of maximum buoyancy with time for different magma body 
growth rates. The solid blue curve is the buoyancy of exsolved H2O extracted 
from the mush and accumulated at its top. The dashed blue line is the buoyancy 
of the magma body assuming that exsolved volatiles have escaped from mush 
and solid but remain in the liquid magma as suspended bubbles. The vertical 
dashed line marks in (a) and (b) the end the magma body growth and the 
beginning of the solidification phase. In (c), the emplacement rate is too low for 
magma chamber to form. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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during the solidification phase (Fig. 10), enough to cause chamber’s wall 
rupture. During the solidification phase, H2O continues to be released by 
the crystalizing magma but a decrease in temperatures causes an in-
crease in H2O density and a decrease in its volume. The two effects (H2O 
release and density increase) counterbalance each other. If H2O is lost 
through the country rock and the buoyancy is mostly exerted by the 
melt, the pressure increases during the magma chamber construction 
phase and decreases during the magma chamber solidification phase 
(Fig. 10). The buoyancy from the melt is always much lower than the 
buoyancy from the accumulated H2O because of the much lower density 
of H2O. Buoyancy is controlled by the height of the buoyant body, 
whether volatile or melt. We stopped our simulations when the added 
intrusions reach 2 km in thickness. Adding more magma to the system 
would increase the height of the magma and of the H2O layer, which 
would make magma chamber failure due to buoyancy even more likely. 

3.6. Effective pressure of H2O trapped in the mush 

We now consider the case where the mush is not permeable enough 
for all H2O to be drained toward the top so that H2O remains trapped 
within the mush. In this case, the response of the mush H2O-rich layers 
to stress at the macroscale level (and thus the stress they transmit to 
their surroundings) cannot be captured by buoyancy alone because the 
semirigid crystal network responds to changes occurring in interstitial 
H2O. 

If we first consider that H2O accumulates in a porous and permeable 
but perfectly rigid layer (i.e. neglecting poroelasticity effects), the H2O 
pressure will homogenize quickly due to permeable flow and the fact 
that the exsolved supercritical H2O is compressible. The pressure 
diffusion time over the distance h is (Zimmerman, 2018): 

tp =
φμch2

4k
(4) 

where φ is the layer porosity (0.5), μ is the exsolved H2O viscosity 
(1.5 × 10− 5 Pa s), c is the total compressibility, which is dominated by 
that of the exsolved H2O (1/150 MPa− 1), and k is the layer permeability. 
At an average permeability of k = 10− 12 m2, tp = 2 h for a layer of 
thickness h = 100 m and one month for a layer thickness h = 2 km, 
which is much faster than the time steps of our simulations (5 yrs). 

We can now consider the effects of poroelasticity assuming that the 
exsolved H2O pressure follows the hydrostatic equilibrium profile of an 
ideal gas. 

If the connected H2O-rich layer can be considered isothermal, the 
hydrostatic equilibrium of H2O displays only small variations from top 
to bottom. If Pb is the equilibrated exsolved H2O pressure at the layer 
base and Pt is that atop the layer, then (see the SI for detailed 
calculations): 

Pb − Pt

Pb
= 1 − exp

(

−
gM
RT

h
)

(5) 

where M is the H2O molar mass, R is the gas constant, and T is the 
temperature. At the mid-crustal conditions considered herein, the basal 
pressure is only 0.2% higher than the top pressure for a 100-m layer and 
4% for a 2-km layer. We thus consider that the whole connected 
poroelastic layer will be at the same H2O pressure, Pf, which we define 
below. 

The solids present in the layer have a structural rigidity that supports 
part of the stresses within the layer. As a result, the pressure partitions 
between the solids and H2O and the layer is poroelastic. The stress 
exerted by the layer on the surrounding country rock depends on the 
cohesion of the porous layer structure i.e., how the solids are connected. 
Loose solids, for instance, form a structure held by mutual friction. 
Welded grains, like crystals that underwent synneusis, have fragile 
bonds between each other that confers a greater rigidity to the overall 
structure compared to loose grains. 

Cohesive effects are measured by the Biot-Wills effective stress 

coefficient, α. This coefficient is a complex function of the ratio of the 
area occupied by H2O to the total area in a cross section in the porous 
material (Bear and Corapcioglu, 2012). If cohesion is nonexistent, α = 1, 
whereas if solids are perfectly cohesive, α = 0. The poroelastic approach 
we use is valid for small deformations, when the changes in rock damage 
are small enough that one value of α is sufficient to characterize 
cohesion. 

To quantify the upward pressure exerted by the layer on the over-
laying rocks, we need to determine H2O pressure Pf. We use that the 
H2O-rich layers are mostly horizontal bodies surrounded by country 
rocks (Fig. 9). This geometry can be simplified to the case of a unique 
porous layer surrounded by rocks of homogeneous density (Fig. 11). The 
far-field pressure profile is the lithostatic gradient, the H2O pressure Pf is 
constant but unknown, and the bulk pressure gradient across the layer is 
P(z) = Pt + ρgz (Keller et al., 2013). The effective pressure, Pe, is defined 
as the pressure difference between the country rock and the mechani-
cally coupled porous layer (i.e. solid network plus interstitial H2O). It 
can be an overpressure (positive value) or an under-pressure (negative 
value) depending on the vertical position. The amount of mechanical 
coupling is given by the coefficient α applied to Pf (see SI for the full 
derivation): 

Pe = P − αPf (6) 

This situation has similarities with the initial conditions of Steam 
Assisted Gravity Drainage, in which steam injection at the base of an oil 
reservoir creates a region homogeneously saturated by steam where heat 
transfer, condensation, and oil drainage can then occur (Azad and 
Chalaturnyk, 2012). Studies of Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage suggest 
that the H2O pressure equilibrates close to the far-field lithostatic 
pressure at the level of the mid-thickness of the porous layer (Bogdanov 
et al., 2007). This is depicted in Fig. 11. In that case, H2O pressure ex-
ceeds lithostatic pressure at the top of the layer (and is below it at the 
base, respectively). 

The largest H2O overpressure compared to lithostatic pressure occurs 
near the layer top. Considering that Pf equilibrates at the mid-thickness 
of the porous layer, the effective pressure Pe that the H2O-rich layer 
exerts on the country rock is (see SI for details): 

Pe = Pt(1 − α) − αρsg
h
2

(7) 

where ρs is the solid density. Both Pt and ρs are evaluated at the layer 
roof; as the overlaying rocks are H2O-free, Pt and ρg are set to the 
lithostatic values at that depth. The example of Fig. 11 shows that at 
most a few MPa of effective pressure can be achieved for a nearly fully 
connected (α = 0.98), ~500 m thick, H2O-rich layer. Lower α values 
mostly yield positive Pe values that do not correspond to mode I failure. 
The minimum values of α so that Pe ≤ 0 are given by: 

α ≥=
Pt

Pt + 0.5ρsgh
(8) 

Fig. 12 shows that to fracture the country rock, we need layers of 
H2O-rich mush with low cohesivity (high α) that are several hundreds of 
meters thick. Such layers do not form in our simulation where volatiles 
fractions (and hence the parameter α) strongly vary in space. However, 
our knowledge of the dynamics of volatiles and melt flow through a 
mush is not advanced enough to accurately model the process and 
determine if the conditions for effective pressure to exceed rock strength 
are met. Yet, the analysis suggests that, at a total pressure of 200 MPa, 
the effective pressure is unlikely to trigger country rock fracturing and 
eruption. It might play a role, though, for shallower and thicker bodies. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Limitations of the models 

As any model, our numerical simulations are a simplified 
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representation of reality. The simplification arises from our incomplete 
knowledge of the processes under study and of the parameters that 
control them. In addition, removing some of the complexity inherent to 
nature is necessary to make models intelligible and useful. 

In our model of magma chamber growth, the growth rate of the 
magma body does not change over time, and the sills that aggregate to 
form the body all have the same size and geometry. In nature, we expect 
more variations and irregularities. 

Heat transfer by convection of the magma within the magma 
chamber or by H2O circulation in the country rock are not taken into 
account, possibly resulting in an underestimation of cooling rates 
although previous estimations suggest that this effect is minor (Annen 
et al., 2008). 

The role of magma compressibility is neglected, which results in an 
overestimation of the calculated volumes that makes our results con-
servative. When calculating buoyancy, only upwards transfer of H2O is 
considered. The possible lateral draining of H2O might result in localized 
increased H2O height and higher pressure of buoyancy. We only 
consider the role of volatiles that are initially dissolved in the magma 
filling the chamber and we do not investigate the possible effect of 
volatiles exsolved in a deeper reservoir that would flux in the chamber 
independently of magma recharge. 

We do not model the effect of volume changes due to phase transition 
(from melt to solid and from dissolved to exsolved H2O) on deformation 
or flow. Our analysis of effective pressure is also very simplified as it 
assumes that the mush is a porous layer of homogenous porosity and 
temperature. Explicitly modelling complex mush processes is beyond 
the scope of the study presented here. 

We only considered H2O-saturated magma emplaced at 2 kbar, 
which is the pressure that is most commonly reported for upper crustal 

magma chambers (Huber et al., 2019). We can only speculate on the 
effect of other magma compositions and depths. Under-saturated 
magmas release less H2O and release it when more crystals are present 
(Annen and Burgisser, 2020), so we expect the effect of volatiles buoy-
ancy to be less important for those magmas. Shallower magma bodies 
contain less H2O but also cool more rapidly in the colder host rocks. Both 
the effect of volatiles added volume and volatiles buoyancy might be less 
important. However, this could be counterbalanced by a cold crust being 
more prone to fracture. In contrast, deeper reservoirs can have more 
initial H2O, but the viscosity of the surrounding crust is lower and thus 
this crust is less prone to fracture. 

Another aspect that we do not address is the mixing of magmas of 
different compositions and temperatures (Salisbury et al., 2008). This 
could lead to a cooling and volatile exsolution that are much more rapid 
than modelled in this paper and that can trigger an eruption. 

Future work needed to further improve our understanding of the role 
of volatiles in causing magma chambers failure and triggering volcanic 
eruptions include the development of simulations that explicitly calcu-
late pressures and deformations and investigate different magma com-
positions and magma chamber depths. For more accurate models, we 
also need a better understanding of the physics of volatile supported 
fluids and of fracture propagation in the transitions of solid-mush-liquid. 
In the meantime, our current models still provide insights on the ability 
of H2O release to induce the failure of a magma chamber. 

4.2. The role of H2O release in triggering eruptions 

Our results indicate that the increase in magma chamber volume 
induced by H2O release is almost always subordinate to the increase in 
volume induced by magma infilling. In some cases, where the input of 

Fig. 11. Schematic depiction of equilib-
rium state of a poroelastic layer (“Porous 
layer”) with φ =0.5, α = 0.98, T = 800 ◦C, 
and solids of 2600 kg/m3 embedded in a 
medium with a constant density of 2600 
kg/m3 (“Far-field country rocks”). Curves 
show the bulk (P), lithostatic (Pl), H2O 
(Pf), and effective (Pe) pressures as a 
function of depth. Horizontal dashed lines 
indicate the roof and base of the layer, 
respectively. The lithostatic pressure is 
evaluated in the country rocks and the 
other pressures are evaluated across the 
layer.   

Fig. 12. (a) Minimum value of α for tensile forcing to occur as a function of layer thickness and for relevant values of Pt. (b) Effective pressure as a function of the 
mush layer thickness for pressure Pt of 200 MPa. 
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magma brings the chamber on the brink of failure, volatiles exsolution 
could provide the additional pressure that initiates eruption. In evalu-
ating the role of H2O in triggering eruptions, we considered pressure due 
to added volume and buoyancy independently, but in nature the stress 
on the chamber’s wall is a combination of both (Sigmundsson et al., 
2020). The volatiles exsolution rate is comparable to the minimum flow 
rate of one single intrusive event only when the magma body has the 
footprint of caldera-forming magma chambers. Those large magma 
chambers are unlikely to fail due to new volume input whether from 
magma injection or volatile exsolution (Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). 
Thus, overall, our results support Caricchi et al. (2021) conclusion that 
volatile exsolution should not be as effective an eruption trigger as 
magma injection. 

The added pressure caused by volatile exsolution is more likely to 
contribute to the rupture of the reservoir in the early stage of the magma 
chamber growth, when the system is still cold and the country rock 
behave elastically (Townsend et al., 2019). As noted before, at this stage, 
the magma body is likely to be sill-like and fracturing would occur at the 
sill’s tip (Menand, 2008; Sneddon and Mott, 1946). The sill might extend 
horizontally as a result, or the magma may rise and reach the surface. 
We expect any eruption to be small and the resulting erupting vent to be 
shifted relative to the location of the magma body. One possible example 
is the intrusive features in the roof of the Reyðarártindur pluton, which 
are located at its periphery and are interpreted as eruption feeding 
conduits based on field and textural evidence (Rhodes et al., 2021). 

If H2O separates from the mush, the pressure induced by H2O 
buoyancy is significant. Our simulations only partially model the sepa-
ration of volatiles from the magma body, but we speculate that desta-
bilization due to new magma input, pressure gradients due to local 
variations in volumes, and ductile fracturing within the mush (Weinberg 
and Regenauer-Lieb, 2010) can lead to discrete H2O-rich layers con-
necting and forming larger layers at the top of the body. SO2 flux 
measured on volcanoes confirms that volatiles can fully decouple from 
magma (Christopher et al., 2015; Wallace and Gerlach, 1994). Sparks 
et al. (2019) envisage a cascading process involving the merging of 
unstable melt rich layers within a mush and their increase in volume and 
buoyancy that promote further transport through the mush. We envisage 
the same cascading process for H2O rich layers that are even more 
buoyant and unstable than melt. 

We acknowledge that the way pressures due to buoyancy are esti-
mated in the context of magma chambers has been questioned by Gregg 
et al. (2015) and that more research is needed. Yet, we argue that vol-
atiles buoyancy makes the system gravitationally unstable and either 
triggers eruptions or facilitates them if an additional destabilizing event 
occurs (e.g. new magma input, seism, fault propagation from surface) 
(Gottsmann et al., 2009; Gregg et al., 2012). For enough volatiles to 
accumulate and their overpressure to be significant, a large amount of 
magma must have already been emplaced so that large reservoirs are the 
most gravitationally unstable. It does not mean however, that a large 
amount of magma is available to feed an eruption since most magma 
may have already solidified when fracturing occurs. 

We envisage three possible scenarios depending on country rock 
permeability and the availability of eruptible magma (Fig. 13): 

Scenario 1: Volatiles are continuously lost through the country rock 
by capillary fracturing; no H2O-rich layer forms and volatiles play no 
role in triggering eruptions. This scenario results in continuous surface 
passive degassing. If a magma chamber is present, eruptions can still be 
triggered by magma injections or magma buoyancy (Caricchi et al., 
2014; Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). 

Scenario 2: Volatiles are drained toward the top of the mush but 
cannot escape through the roof. The overlaying rock eventually frac-
tures, but either the fractures do not propagate downwards in the 
magma chamber or there is no eruptible magma available. Indeed, even 
if the igneous body grows too slowly to form a magma chamber, layers of 
volatiles still form at the top of the successive sills as they solidify. In this 
case, only the volatiles are ascending through the crust. This scenario 

can explain transient surface deformations (episodes of inflation fol-
lowed by subsequent deflation) that are not followed by eruption. For 
example, unrest at Campi Flegrei (1982–1984) characterized by seismic 
activity and ground deformation is attributed to the massive release of 
magmatic gas (Bodnar et al., 2007). Burst of gas release from mature 
magmatic storage systems are also evoked to explain transient surface 
deformation in the Andes (Lundgren et al., 2020). 

Scenario 3: As in scenario 2, H2O-rich layers form at the chamber 
roof and their buoyancy either fractures the country rock or makes the 
system unstable and facilitates fracturing due to another agent. In this 
scenario, eruptible magma is present, and the failure of the magma 
chamber results in an eruption. The mush around the magma chamber is 
mobilized by the decompression induced by fracturing and volatiles 
ascent (Fig. 14). 

4.3. The role of volatiles in the mobilization of mush 

Eruptions driven by H2O buoyancy explain the mobilization of mush 
without requiring reheating by mafic magma injection (Huber et al., 
2011). Because H2O is drained by the mush, the H2O height and the 
resulting buoyancy pressure are maximum where the amount of mush 
surrounding the chamber is maximum. In addition, the buoyancy of H2O 
layers remains high during the chamber solidification phase (Fig. 10). 
Further destabilization of the chamber during this period due to a new 
magma arrival or seismic shaking would result in a crystal-rich eruption. 
The mobilization of large parts of the already partially solidified body in 
addition to the more recently emplaced magma would account for 
commonly observed crystals ages spread (Fig. 14). It explains why the 
time crystals spend at high temperature as inferred by element diffusion 
profiles is short compared to radiogenic ages (Cooper and Kent, 2014). 
Indeed, short residence times at high temperature are expected from the 
crystals in the early, rapidly cooling sills that form the chamber roof. 
Interestingly, most of the longer U–Th crystal ages reported by Cooper 
and Kent (2014) are around 104 yrs. This timescale fits well with our 
models of magma chamber growth since lower emplacement rates and 
longer durations do not allow for the accumulation of magma. 

In our simulations, layers of volatiles are also trapped in the fully 
solidified upper part of the magma body (Fig. 9). This might render the 
plutonic part of the body easier to disaggregate and explain the incor-
poration in erupted products of crystals having resided for extended 
periods well below solidus temperatures as observed, for example, in the 
Central Andes (van Zalinge et al., 2022). 

We expect eruptions triggered by volatiles to contain mush in-
clusions, but the opposite is not necessarily true i.e., mush inclusions are 
not necessarily the mark of a volatile-triggered eruption. According to 
thermal models, magma chambers are surrounded by mush indepen-
dently of their volatile content so mush can also be incorporated in the 
magma if an eruption is triggered by new magma input or by magma 
buoyancy. 

Fig. 13. Diagram illustrating the role of volatiles exsolved from a H2O-satu-
rated magma in the onset of eruptions and on surface manifestations. 
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If any eruption is triggered by the added volume of H2O in a young 
chamber that was already over pressured by magma input, we also 
expect the ejecta to be crystal-rich but in this case the crystals would be 
young and the eruption small. 

Crystal-poor and/or H2O-poor eruptions like the Campanian erup-
tion or the rhyolite eruptions of Snake River plain (Branney et al., 2007) 
are probably triggered by other processes than H2O buoyancy. Study of 
melt inclusions of the Campanian ignimbrite indicate that the magma 
was losing its H2O (Marianelli et al., 2006). In these cases, eruptions can 
be triggered by melt buoyancy or, for smaller eruptions, by new magma 
input. 

4.4. Implications for geophysical precursors 

Geophysical signals recorded several months before an eruptive 
event are mainly surface inflation (Bato et al., 2021; Peltier et al., 2018) 
and/or an increase in seismicity rate (White and McCausland, 2019). 
Both types of signals indicate a change in the state of stress consistent 
with an increase in pressure within the storage zone. Other 
intermediate-term precursors (Poland and Anderson, 2020) include an 
increase in passive degassing (e.g. Bernard et al., 2020; Carn et al., 2017; 
Vandemeulebrouck et al., 2000) and heat flow (Girona et al., 2021). 

Probably due to the lack of joint inversion of deformation and gravity 
data recorded in pre-eruptive periods, there is, to our knowledge, no 
unambiguous observation supporting the case of an eruption triggered 
by second boiling without magma input. It is noteworthy that eruptions, 
sometimes with large volumes emitted, have occurred with unnoticed or 
limited precursors (e.g. Lesage et al., 2018; Sigmundsson et al., 2020). 
The lack of significant surface deformation and seismicity recorded 
before the eruption has been used as an argument in favour of second 
boiling as the main trigger and is generally attributed to high magma 
compressibility (Arzilli et al., 2019; Cassidy et al., 2019). This reasoning 
seems biased because if compressibility dampens the pressure increase, 
it will not only limit surface deformation and induced seismicity but also 
prevent chamber rupture. However, buoyancy of volatiles increases 
pressure slowly and does not immediately follow magma injection. It is 
therefore a good candidate to explain the absence of precursor. 

In contrast, some episodic seismic bursts or inflation events are 
regularly recorded on non- erupting volcanoes (e.g. Biggs et al., 2014; 
Espín Bedón et al., 2022; Lundgren et al., 2020). These events signal a 
pressure increase at depth either too small to induce rupture of the 
surrounding medium, or not related to a significant volume of mobi-
lizable melt. They could be interpreted as related to injection of magma 

in a chamber that is too solidified, too big, or embedded in a crust that is 
too hot (i.e. with low values of viscosity) for the trigger of an eruption 
(Caricchi et al., 2014; Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). Alternatively, they 
could result from the sudden release of volatiles pockets disconnected 
from magma (Fig. 13). 

One single type of precursors does not allow to discriminate between 
the potential causes for the unrest. However, the joint interpretation of 
various signals, as developed recently notably from systematic satellite 
observations (Reath et al., 2020, 2019), should provide clues to the 
processes involved in destabilizing magma storage zones. Passive 
degassing and deformation provide information about the permeability 
of the system and its evolution. Joint measurement of gravity data and 
deformation provide information about possible mass transfers. For 
example, a recent study by Gottsmann et al. (2022) using gravity and 
deformation data indicates that migration of fluids rather than magma is 
causing surface displacement above the Altiplano-Puna magma body. 

5. Conclusions 

The role of volatiles in the rupture of a magma chamber wall is linked 
to the thermal evolution of the magma body and the magma infilling 
rate. When the condition for the presence of a magma chamber is ful-
filled, the volatile exsolution rate is significantly lower than the magma 
infilling rate. Because magma carries the volatiles and magma injection 
precedes volatiles exsolution, the pressure increase caused by H2O 
exsolution is unlikely to induce fracturing if magma injection has not 
done so in the first place, unless the magma chamber was brought to the 
brink of failure by the magma input. Young, small, and crystal-rich 
magma chambers are the most likely to fail due to volatile-added 
volume. 

The formation of volatile-rich layers within the mush that surrounds 
the chamber makes the magma reservoir gravitationally unstable. The 
merging of these layers and the accumulation of volatiles at the top of 
the reservoir might result in enough buoyancy pressure to trigger an 
eruption. Buoyancy as an eruption trigger explains why some eruptions 
are not preceded by noticeable precursors. Because H2O is drained by 
the mush, H2O collection is maximum when important quantities of 
mush are present. In addition, as H2O accumulates with time, those 
eruptions are expected at a late stage in the magma body growth or 
during the chamber solidification. Thus, we expect eruptions driven or 
facilitated by volatiles buoyancy to be rich in crystals with a wide range 
of ages. If the magma infilling rate is too low for a magma chamber to 
form, H2O exsolved from the solidified magma might still form buoyant 

Fig. 14. Eruption triggered by volatiles’ buoyancy. (a) Volatiles-rich layers form in the mush and get trapped in the solidified magma; (b) the buoyancy of volatiles 
accumulated at the top of the mush fractures the overlaying rocks; (c) fractures propagate downwards in the liquid magma chamber and upwards to the Earth’s 
surface. The eruption incorporates magma, mush, volatiles, old and young crystals, and plutonic enclaves. 
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layers and be at the origin of bradyseismic crisis. 
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